**Bath Fixtures Possess Beauty and Convenience**

Many persons planning a new home or remodeling an old one leave selection of bathroom fixtures entirely to the bathroom contractor.

But with the wide variety of colors and styles available today in bathroom fixtures, why not take a hand in their selection with an eye toward maximum home attractiveness and family convenience.

For instance, while lavatories, bathtubs, and water closets were of one type, today growing popularity of colored fixtures in homes has resulted in almost one-third of all bathroom fixtures being made in color.

**THE BODY** of cast-iron gray lavatories and bathtubs is usually one-piece, shaped with exactness to the particular contours of the designer.

All exposed surfaces are covered with a thick coat of porcelain enamel, baked on and fused to the cast iron surface under intense heat.

The quality of this operation assures resistance against chipping, cracking, and crazing—and the rigidity of the cast-iron gray assures against broken backing of tube.

There are four basic lavatory styles—slab, ledge, shelf, and apron. Entire top surface of the slab type is flat. Ledge type has an elevated front forming a low shelf or ledge 1 to 2 inches above the front surface.

Shelf type is similar to the ledge type, with the back usually 3 to 5 inches above the main surface. Apron type has a back slope to form a splash but not wide enough to use as a shelf.

**YOU CAN select a lavatory in wall-hung, floor-mounted, or deep-in style. The last is among the newest and most popular, since it is adaptable to built-in styling with counter, cabinets beneath, possibly even two sinks in the counter top. Found benefit in available in deep-in styles, too.**

**Cast-iron bathtubs** are shaped in as many as 500 styles, so you can pick one that fits the room in which you plan to use it. They can be painted any color you select.

Water closets, normally made of vitreous china, may be colored or elongated, floor-mounted or wall hung, with siphon jet, reverse trap, or washdown operating method.

The manufacturer can counsel you on the best selection for your space requirements and budget.

With so much room for selection in colors and styles today, it just doesn't make sense to turn the entire choice over to someone else, however. You'll get greater satisfaction out of their beauty and convenience if you help select the bathroom fixtures.

---

**Windows Make Washing Pleasant**

If you double in brass as a window washer as well as a mother, h o p p e r , cook, chauffeur and housekeeper, you will appreciate the ease of cleaning provided by many modern window units of push-down type.

With one type of double-hung window, which ensures easy lifting or closing, you can spot wash or wash down at a touch.

---

**Draperies and Shades For Your Porch at Bessenger's**

**Bessenger's Interior Shades**

Sizes up to 12 feet width. Custom made and in your choice of colors.

**Priced From $75**

**Outdoor Porch Shades**

Rugged construction, made to weather,

**In-stock Sizes**

2'6" x 6' to 12' x 7'
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